
Love your old windows but 
fed up with them being  

rattly, draughty and stuck?

^
sealasash.com.au
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Why Sealasash?
Older homes and commercial 
buildings have rich architectural 
heritage including beautiful old 
windows and doors. Over time,  
most wooden windows have been 
neglected and badly maintained  
by being painted, nailed and  
screwed shut in a bid to stop  
annoying rattles and draughts.  
Rot can also be an issue. 

It doesn’t have to be like this.

We repair your original windows and 
doors without compromising their 
architectural value. We fix any rot and 
make them energy efficient, draught 
and rattle proof so they glide open and 
shut effortlessly. We don’t replace, we 
restore and upgrade the originals. 

Sealasash works on wooden doors and 
any type of wooden window including 
double sash, horizontal Yorkshire slider 
and awning/casement windows.

Sealasash restores your original 
wooden windows to make them as 
good as new with high performance 
draught seals, silky smooth movement 
and can even install more energy 
efficient / noise reducing glass if 
need be. Keep your home’s beautiful 
traditional look with modern levels  
of comfort and energy efficiency  
with Sealasash.

Conserving heritage, 
one window at a time
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The results speak  
(and pay) for themselves.
Imagine being able to:

 > Feel more comfortable
 > Reduce energy bills  
for heating/cooling 

 > Make your home  
quieter and less dusty 

 > Stop annoying rattles
 > Effortlessly open and close  
your windows

 > Protect heritage features  
and enhance property value
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Modern materials,  
traditional craftsmanship.

We use modern materials combined 
with traditional craftsmanship to 
restore your windows. We do as much 
as necessary and as little as possible, 
so that you have easy to use, draught 
sealed and rattle free windows. 

What we can do: 
 > Remove staff and parting beads
 > Clean contact surfaces and fit high 
performance brush seals

 > Remove sashes, replace sash  
cords, service or replace pulleys/
balances, check and replace any 
missing weights

 > Replace any timber that shows  
signs of rot

 >  Reglaze your old glass with your 
choice of energy efficient, noise 
reducing or security glass
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Professional work  
done with pride.

At Sealasash we stand by our 
professionalism, honesty and 
craftsmanship. 

There isn’t any easy or clean  
way to restore your windows, but 
we believe in leaving a site better 
than we found it. You won’t even 
know we’ve been there except 
for the silky smooth and air tight 
windows we leave behind. 

 



For an obligation free quote 
info@sealasash.com.au 
Colm: 0404 641 206  John: 0400 478 666
sealasash.com.au

Miriam, Glebe, Hobart, TAS
Your work crew were amazing. They arrived on time and worked flat out for over  
9 hours both days – the three of them were very skilled craftsmen and professional. 
Nothing was too much trouble and they took great care not to damage anything – 
no stained glass or other panes broken! Thank you.

Integrated Consultancy Group, Sydney, NSW
Sealasash utilised their window renewal system to return 108 timber windows 
in a 1930’s block of units in Mosman to a fully functional, compliant and 
weatherproofed state which in my opinion is superior to the original windows.

Kate, Mornington, VIC
The Guys were great!!! So polite & friendly and cleaned up every night. Brilliant!! 
They even made sure my new puppy was safe inside by closing the doors each time. 
The job has been a great success, it has made a big difference to the temperature of 
the living area. I will refer your company whenever I can.

Andrew & Annette, Perth, WA
There has been a significant reduction in noise transmission from the road and 
next door neighbours as well as improved thermal properties – important factors 
in inner-city living and well worth the initial investment. The sash windows glide 
smoothly and the seals have worked well in blocking out any draughts.  
The heavy front door is now straight and opens/closes with little effort.


